
GOING AROUND 
THE CONTACT LINE. 
INFORMATION ON MOVEMENTS OF NGCA RESIDENTS 
THROUGH THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
INTRODUCTION
Due to the restrictions on crossing the contact line, thousands of people are 
blocked from accessing their permanent residence, visits or care for family 
members, collecting social benefits or pensions to which they are entitled, 
obtaining birth and death certificates amongst other essential needs.

As a result, many NGCA residents decide to  go to GCA through the Russian 
Federation and cross the Russian-Ukrainian International Border Crossing 
Points in Milove and Hoptivka. This trip necessarily takes much longer than 
crossing the contact line, and incurs additional expenses, for transportation, 
and, in many cases, the payment of a fine for illegally crossing the border.

This note is based on information collected by R2P at the two border points, 
through interviews with SBGS staff, people crossing the border points, and 
observation, during monitoring visits in April and May 2021. 
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NUMBER OF CROSSINGS1

Since the closure of the contact line, there has been an increase in the flow of 
people crossing IBCPs. Most of these people were NGCA residents.

HOPTIVKA: The number of people crossing the IBCP in both directions was 
between 400 and 700 people daily, as of May 2021. Of these, approximately 50 
percent were residents of NGCA. 

MILOVE:  At this IBCP, the number of daily crossings was about 800 people in 
both directions, as of May 2021. Between 80-90 percent of them were NGCA 
residents. Out of them, 10-15 percent were residents of Luhanska Oblast NGCA, 
while all the rest were residents of Donetska Oblast NGCA.

LEGAL ISSUES 
SBGS confirmed compiling infringement notices daily. For certain categories of the 
population, such as pensioners, disabled persons or multi-child families, SBGS 
personnel could use a verbal warning instead of imposing a fine. For the 
instructions on how to request exemption from fines for harmless offenses (de 
minimis infractions), follow the link² or apply the following QR code.

In response to this issue, an amendment to the COVID-19 quarantine legislation 
has been proposed. The Legal Proposal № 5478³ to amend Law № 530 on 
quarantine measures, was registered as an urgent measure in the Verkhovna Rada 
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of Ukraine. The proposal suggests release citizens of Ukraine violating the 
procedure of entering and leaving the NGCA through the international border 
crossing points on humanitarian grounds from the administrative responsibility for 
the period of quarantine, or for the period of blocking of the EECPs. A similar legal 
proposal was elaborated by R2P, as a member of a coalition of NGOs.

Given the temporary nature of the Law № 530, there is also need to amend article 
204-2 of the Code of Administrative Offences of Ukraine in order to allow people 
living in the NGCA to enter the GCA without arbitrary impediments (see legal 
proposal № 5405⁴ registered in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on April 20, 2021).

In 2021, R2P lawyers received over 50 requests for legal support and court 
representation from NGCA residents who crossed IBCPs. Courts tend to 
cancel infringement notices from SGBS for illegal crossing of NGCA residents.

Data transmitted by the SBGS to R2P confirm that the number of NGCA residents 
fined for illegal crossing remains considerable. The total number of infringement 
notices (protocols) under Article 204-2 of the Code of Administrative Offences 
from the beginning of 2021 reached 7,381 at both IBCPs:
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CONDITIONS OF CROSSINGS 

transportation to major cities of Ukraine (Kharkiv, Mariupol, etc.). 
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MEDICAL ISSUES 

Crossing and waiting conditions at border points need to be improved. The 
monitoring conducted by R2P on the Ukrainian side of the border points identified 
a certain number of services or missing infrastructures at both border points, 
more particularly in Milove. See the table below for details. These types of 
equipment or services are all the more necessary as the time of crossing the 
border points remains significant: at Milove IBCP it takes from 8 to 14 hours on 
average, while at Hoptivka IBCP about two hours. 

At  both  IBCPs, there  is  a  sufficient  number  of  private carriers  who  provide 

The monitoring visits identified an opportunity to make a paid PCR test on both 
crossing points, but there were no free of charge rapid antigen tests (unlike at 
EECPs). At Hoptivka IBCP, up to 50 people pass a PCR test daily (cost 900 UAH).

At the Milove border point, up to 20 people pass a PCR test daily.. According to a 
staff member interviewed in one of the laboratories at the border point in Ukraine, 
people may get tested in NGCA where there are six laboratories, three of them 
registered in the Russian Federation. The price for the PCR test in the laboratories 
of NGCA was almost two times cheaper than in a laboratory in Ukraine (600 UAH 
and 1100 UAH, respectively).

Those travellers who failed to install “Vdoma” at Milove IBCP were send to an 
observation point in Milove settlement. Phone batteries often drain before people 
can install the app, especially due to long waiting times at border crossings. There 
are no health workers at Milove IBCP.

R2P monitoring teams had no access to the area of IBCPs or neutral area

no data 
available

no data 
available
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As for Hoptivka IBCP, there is no observation option there. If a person who crosses 
the IBCP can  neither install “Vdoma”, nor produce a negative PCR test, s/he will 
not be able to proceed to an observation facility.  However, all citizens of Ukraine 
are allowed to enter its territory according to the law. Should a person not be able 
to install Vdoma or produce a negative PCR test, the person is recorded in a special 
register, and the information is transmitted automatically to the Ministry of Health 
(MoH). MoH notifies medical institutions of the localities where people will 
undergo self-isolation. Medical facilities, in turn, ask for the help of the National 
Police in monitoring abidance with regulations.

PROBLEMS
Long waiting time at IBCP could cause such issues as:
• In the case of specific deadlines, some people could be late for IET, exams, 
appointments at state structures; 

• People could miss further transport connections;

• Insufficient amount of water, food, or taking medications at the wrong time can 
provoke serious health risks.

RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Amend Article 204-2 of the Code of Administrative Offences of Ukraine to 
release people living in the NGCA from administrative liability if they enter the GCA 
through international border crossing points on humanitarian grounds for the 
period of blocking of the EECPs;

• Amend quarantine related resolutions (e.g. 641 is the current one) to provide for 
the exemption from self-isolation/observation for NGCA residents who are coming 
for 24-48 hours to access administrative services (e.g. identification in the bank; 
receiving a new banking card; renewing any documents, etc.);

• Improve crossing and waiting conditions:

CASES SUPPORTED BY R2P
On 15 March, the woman was crossing the contact line to NGCA, when 

employees of the State Fiscal Service found and seized 2,850 USD from her, 
that she was carrying to pay for her husband’s treatment. However, a month 
later the Volnovakha District Court issued a decision requesting the State Fiscal 
Services to return the money to the person. 

When she was trying to return to Ukraine, she was forced to return through 
the territory of the Russian Federation. She received a fine for illegal border 
crossing to NGCA side. The person went to court against the fine with the 
support of R2P. The trial continues.

The son and mother (96 years old) are separated by the Contact Line,  with 
no more than 5 kilometers between their houses (Donetsk Oblast). Because of 
age, the mother required additional care. Therefore, her son was compelled to 
go to her in NGCA through the Russian Federation. His plan was also that they 
could go back together to GCA through Novotroitske EECP. While crossing at 
Novotroitske EECP, R2P monitors helped the woman to get the permit for 
crossing. As they did not have mobile phones to install the “Vdoma” app, they 
had to go to an observation facility.

Long waiting time between the Russian and Ukrainian crossing points makes the 
issue of lacking basic infrastructure acute.

ABBREVIATIONS 
(N)GCA – (non-)government-controlled areas       EECP – entry-exit checkpoint             

IBCP – International border crossing point             NGO – non-government organization

PCR –  Polymerase chain reaction                                        

• Arrange a waiting area, install benches, sheds; 
• Equip toilets (with toilet paper, antiseptics);
• Provide sufficient drinking water;
• Improve infrastructure at IBCPs;
• Provide free and stable Wi-Fi coverage;
• Provide an opportunity for passing rapid antigen tests at IBCP for NGCA 
  residents.

ENDNOTES
¹  Unofficial SBGS estimates

²  https://bit.ly/3z91NbY

³  https://cutt.ly/0nktz9o

⁴  https://cutt.ly/ynktEmt

• Ensure that the needs for free legal aid for Ukrainian citizens from NGCA 
crossing IBCPs are assessed, through temporary free legal aid services (whether 
FLACs or legal aid NGOs)          


